**FRONT BODY FITTINGS**

**REMARKS LEGEND**

Vehicle i.d. (v) numbers:
- SA = 1995 model year;
- TA = 1996 model year;
- VA = 1997 model year;
- WA = 1998 model year;

**MONEY-SAVING KITS NOTED IN RED TYPE**

---

**1. FRONT PANEL ASSEMBLY #ALR6272G**

---

**Front Panels**

**2. FRONT WING #ALR6681**

**3. FRONT BUMPER #ANR2029G**

**4. END CAP #AWR2991PMGD**

**5. SPOLIER PANEL #AWR2992PMGD**

**6. PLINTH #AWR6683PMGD**

**7. PLINTH CLIP #AWR9101G**

---

**Front Bumper**

**8. BRACKET #KMW8279LG**

---

**Grille and Wheel Arch**

**9. ARB BRUSH BAR & BUMPER, upgrade with winch mount #9459DK #9463**

---

**Finishers and Decals**

**10. DHB102510MLG GRILLE, radiator, primed, Genuine**

**11. DHH100760MLG TRIM, headlamp, RH, Genuine**

**12. MXC3119G RIVET, wheelarch liner to wheel arch, Genuine**

**13. RY612363G RIVET, wheelarch liner to wing, Genuine**

**14. BTR9897MUKG DECAL, hood, ‘LAND ROVER’, Mid-Silver, Genuine**

**15. AWR6883PMDG PLINTH, bumper, Genuine**

**16. BTR9897LAVG DECAL, hood, ‘LAND ROVER’, Grey, Genuine**

**17. STC8550G DECAL, brush bar, ‘DISCOVERY’, Genuine**

**18. EGM100192G GUIDE ASSEMBLY SET, sunroof, Genuine**

**19. RTC6820G MUDFLAP KIT, front, pair**

---

**Hood Fittings**

**15. BRUSH BAR DECAL #STC8550G**

**16. SUNROOF GUIDE ASSEMBLY SET #EGM100192G**

**17. MUDFLAP KIT #RTC6820G**

---

**Finishes and Decals**

**19. TR14 BUMPER ASSEMBLY, front, uprated ‘Terrain Master’**

**20. CLIP, plinth retaining, Genuine**

**22. INSULATION PANEL #AWK9414LG**

**23. INSULATION CLIP #AFU7116G**

---

**18. MWC6193 STRIKER, hood lock**

**19. SE105121L SCREW, safety catch**

**20. WA105001L WASHER, plain, safety catch**

**21. MXC6324 CABLE ASSEMBLY, hood release**

**22. AWR4148G INSULATION PANEL, hood, Genuine**

**23. AFU3711LG CLIP, insulation panel, Genuine**

---

* NLA = No Longer Available